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ACT
ABSTRA
This
T report brriefly describ
bes the capaabilities and bbenefits of a Geographicc Informatioon
System (GIS) for usee in differentt localities. This
T report w
will define G
GIS, describee the system
m
mergency maanagement aapplications,, provide geeneral costs tto
benefits, outline poteential GIS em
he drivers off those costs. It primarilyy draws on P
Peter Folger’s report for the
operate a GIS, and th
Congresssional Reseaarch Service (CRS) (2009
9), GIS com
mpanies such as ESRI andd Manifold, and
selected reports
r
from
m different lo
ocalities.
WHAT IS
I A GIS
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GIS
G is a com
mputer system
m “capable of
o capturing,, storing, anaalyzing, and displaying
geograph
hically refereenced inform
mation” (CRS
S 2009, 2). This inform
mation can bee a specific
geograph
hic location and
a can inclu
ude, “highw
way intersectiions, office bbuildings, rivvers, the patth of
a tornado
o, or congresssional distriict boundariees” (CRS 20009, 3). GIS is popular w
with local
governm
ments becausee of its abilitty to “layer” informationn, as shown iin Figure 1. For examplle, a
GIS can combine “th
he location of a highway intersectionn and the aveerage numbeer of vehicless that
ough the inteersection thro
oughout the day” (CRS 22009, 2) andd the layeredd informationn can
flow thro
help policymakers deecide possiblle locations for various bbusinesses oor whether thhe city needss a
traffic lig
ght. The GIS
S informatio
on is displayeed through a database orr a visual maap. GIS provvides
fast and easy
e
access to
t data and system
s
resou
urces, “whichh continuously contributtes to better
support and
a more infformed decission making by city stafff and city leaaders” (ESR
RI, 1).
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Figure 1. Example
E
off GIS Data L
Layers or T
Themes

Source: (C
CRS 2009, 6)

G
BENEFIITS OF A GIS
Based
B
on our preliminary
y research, a GIS can proovide numerrous benefitss to local
governm
ments. Goverrnments havee found imprrovement inn customer saatisfaction, ggreater
efficiency
y, and qualitty assurancee.

Greater Efficiency
E
A GIS can im
mprove produ
uctivity for governments
g
s. For examp
mple, the city of Portland,,
Oregon estimates
e
thaat the city haas saved abou
ut $9 millionn reducing ““duplication of system,
software,, staff and otther relation cost items” (ESRI, 1) byy switching to a GIS. M
More specificcally,
city agen
ncies can parrticipate in decision
d
mak
king in a timeely manner bbecause sharred informattion
is easily accessible to
o all agenciees through a GIS. Furtheermore, goveernment worrkers can acccess
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Greater Customer
C
Sa
atisfaction
Governments
G
s can respond
d to citizens’ inquiries by accessing the databasee and quicklyy
respondin
ng. For exam
mple, the tow
wn of Amheerst, Massachhusetts, creaated a self-seervice mappiing
kiosk wh
hich improveed the publicc’s access to maps and geeographic daata. This serrvice helpedd to
reduce reesponse timee to citizen in
nquiries becaause citizenss would subm
mit an inquirry online and
receive an
a answer in seconds insttead of waitiing for city w
workers to fi
find the answ
wer. This freeed
county workers
w
to deevote additio
onal time to other
o
duties (ESRI). Furrthermore, A
Amherst citizzens
have the ability to ressearch needeed information such as trrash collectiion or searchh for the nearrest
county faacility on theeir own with
hout asking city
c workers (ESRI).
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the data repository, and can work in a streamlined manner which would eliminate the need to
update operations.
Quality Assurance
A GIS also can provide quality assurance capabilities. For example, city workers in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania use a GIS to validate addresses for street repair work orders, indexing
and searching photos by address, and validating last known addresses for parolees (ESRI, 2).
The city’s GIS also provides a detailed and accurate map that can be used for planning and
designing projects in the city, eliminating the need for field surveys for each project. In a recent
survey conducted by the Geospatial Information and Technology Association, the majority of
city officials also observed that a GIS database assisted them in quickly finding accurate
information pertaining to development decision-making, such as if an area could sustain growth.
Residents also did not have to wait for field surveys (Brock 2008).
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
The use of GIS in emergency management functions is vast. For example, there is
documented use of GIS after Hurricane Katrina to help first responders find targeted locations
(Melikian and Pennington 2006). First responders lacked street signs and landmarks for
direction, but a GIS was used to match locations with GPS coordinates to coordinate responders
in rescue efforts. Another potential use for GIS is in the emergency planning stage. GIS can be
used in simulations to determine what resources will be needed in case of an emergency.
According to an emergency manager, Dave Benway who used GIS after Hurricane Katrina; GIS
can help, “deploy personnel, assign equipment, organize inventories, evacuate communities,
model damage, and identify, repair, and restore infrastructure and crucial services” (2007, 1). In
another example, GIS helped the State of California in emergency response to wildfires.
Information about active wildfires was posted on an online GIS to give up-to-date information to
citizens (CRS 2009). A GIS application could be used during storms and hurricanes to help with
evacuation and/or flooding concerns by tracking the depth of rivers and calculating possible
threats to infrastructures (CRS 2009).
COSTS OF GIS

The second option is a higher-cost GIS package that would allow a locality to have
expanded use and applications of GIS. This package would have extended applications and also
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The cost of obtaining and operating a GIS system varies greatly depending on the
technical skills and desired use by the locality. There are essentially two buying options for GIS
(see Table 1). The first option is low cost software that is simple and easy to use but has limited
applications. The biggest difference between the low cost and high cost option are applications
and capabilities to operate and sustain the GIS. For example, the low cost option does not
require advanced technical skills and can be operated by an existing staff member from a desktop
computer (GPS & GIS 2009). However, the low cost software has limitations and may only
have one data application such as emergency planning. Other applications, such as
environmental, hydrology, or property information availability and analysis would not be
included (GPS & GIS 2009).
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permit different sectors of government to enter and manipulate data. This option generally
requires more technical expertise and a full-time administrator or contractor. In addition, many
entities in a geographical area (universities, schools, governments, businesses) within a
jurisdiction could share in the GIS capabilities by entering into a data sharing agreement. For
example, the town of Amherst, Massachusetts had local universities participate in a shared GIS
which helped to reduce overall costs (ESRI, 2). However, there are challenges in sharing a GIS
that does require collaboration between the entities that are sharing the GIS capabilities. For
example, CRS (2009) observes that it is difficult to organize and manage a large amount of
geospatial information with many different entities and share data between entities that may need
to use the same or similar data. In addition, there are challenges in determining the software’s
cost sharing between the uses.
Another consideration of the second option is data collection. According to CRS (2009),
acquiring or collecting geospatial data is probably the most expensive portion of GIS and may
account for 80 percent of total costs.
Table 1. GIS Option Comparisons

Low Cost Option

High Cost Option

Capabilities**

basic data entry ability
limited/focused applications

Costs

$0 - $1,000

maximum data entry
ability
numerous applications
$1,500 - $4,000*

Organizational Needs

single jurisdiction
internet/desktop software

multi-jurisdiction
creation of GIS department

Personnel

part-time employee
current employee with
novice understanding
MapWindow

full-time administrator
contract or new employee
with expert understanding
MapInfo

Example of
Software

(http://www.mapwindow.org/),

(http://www.pbinsight.com/)

Streets Ahead

ArcMap

(http://www.ospreycomputing.com.au/street_ahead_gis.html)

(http://www.esri.com/)

* Costs can reach over $100,000 with data acquisition
** Both options are capable of making data available to public via internet
Table 1 – Source (GPS & GIS 2009, ESRI).

There are numerous benefits of a GIS for local governments, but capabilities and costs
depend on the specific GIS. Cameron Parish might use a GIS for emergency management,
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SUMMARY
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citizen services, citizen inquiries and field surveys. A more robust system would be accessible
for Parish staff and citizens across appropriate functional areas in the Parish. However, such an
approach brings with it partnership challenges in cost sharing for original purchase and ongoing
implementation, who will have the lead in administering the GIS, and setting priorities for
specific application development for individual entities.
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